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We love to share knowledge, inspire others and ignite passion not only through our 
products, but by creating free content for you to learn from because we believe in 
the photo community.  
 
Here we have created a printable guide which will outline the basics of 
photography so that you can feel more confident behind your DSLR and 
empowered to take the stunning photographs we know you are capable of.  
 
We suggest printing and cutting out these cards so that you can keep them with 
you in your photography bag and reference them whenever they’re needed.  
 
We would love to see your photographs, so share with us by using the tag  
 
#giveityourbestshot  
 
on Instagram.  
 
Happy Shooting x 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







    SET YOUR APERTURE

The depth of focus on your subject according to the size of the 
aperture in your lens.

small number let ’s in more light and causes more blur     

big number, let ’s in less light, keeps more in focus.

 

     WATCH YOUR SHUTTER

The amount of time the shutter is kept open to allow light in.
 bigger number, slower the shutter speed, more blur.    

smaller number, faster shutter speed, keeps more in freeze frame.

 









    SET YOUR ISO

The measurement of sensitivity to light on your 
camera sensor.

    EXPOSURE COMPENSATION

 Use your exposure compensation to push up the exposure or close it
 down by going up or down the meter.

Useful for back lit images where your foreground will be in shadow. 

REMEMBER:
Reset back to ‘0’ once you have taken the shot.

 

As Metered+1 Compensation












AUTO FOCUS MODES

 Set your AF mode to suit what you are shooting.
ONE SHOT: Best for portraits and still life subjects

AI FOCUS: For  still subject that then starts to move.
AI SERVO : Best for moving subjects

 

FOCUS POINTS

 To choose what poit you focus from press the AF button. 
Automatic selection: When all the points light up. 

Central Focus Point: When only the central point lights up when you half press the shutter. 
Toggle Focus: If you use the wheel you can select any point to focus from.

N.B The central focus point is the only one you can use with 
spot meterinspot metering.









    METERING YOUR EXPOSURE

 The meter measures a subject’s brightness so that the camera 
can determine how long the sensor needs to be 

exposed to record a picture. 









WHITE BALANCE

 To get your colours correct in camera you can set your white balance to 
compliment what you are shooting.

AWB - When your camera sets your white balance automatically.
Custom WB - When you use a grey card to set your white balance.

Kelvin - When you set your white balance to a Kelvin number.

NN.B AWB is great for most occasions however occasionally
 will  need to be corrected either before or after you take the shot.

WHICH LENS?

The focal length of your lens is important depending on 
what you want to shoot.

 <24mm - Super Wide Angle - Landscape or Environmental shots
35mm - Wide Angle - Street photography or Environmental portraits

50mm - Normal - General purpose
85mm - Ent85mm - Entry Telephoto - General portraits, Headshots

>105mm - Telephoto - Fashion portraits, Macro/Product, Sports, Wildlife

       
      




  COMPOSITION

 Rule of Thirds: Portraits work best when the eye is on the intersection of the grid.
Leading Lines: Place lines in your  composition to lead the viewer into your subject

Rule of Thirds Leading Lines

REMINDERS

       CHARGE YOUR BATTERY
       FORMAT YOUR MEMORY CARD
       DON’T REMOVE MEMORY CARD WHILST THE CAMERA IS STILL ON OR WRITING.
       DON’T DELETE IMAGES ON THE CAMERA
       CARRY A SPARE MEMORY CARD AND BATTERY
              CLEAN YOUR LENS USING THE CORRECT CLOTH
       REPLACE YOUR LENS CAP
       CHOOSE THE CORRECT LENS FOR WHAT YOU ARE SHOOTING
       CHANGE YOUR LENS IN A DUST FREE SPACE

       
      


